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Reinvent Your Company’s
Digital Future With
Disruptive Innovation

About Digit7
We develop advanced innovative digital solutions
for business owners, enabling them with a
competitive edge to stay on top of industry trends
and competition. Our next-gen solutions are based
on significant technologies such as AI/ML, AR/VR,
Drone Robotics, and IoT/5G.
Our central vision is to extend the focus on the
long-term technology revolution. Therefore, we are
constantly exploring the deep-tech ecosystem and
enabling companies to act decisively on
tomorrow's breakthrough technologies.
Digit7 is headquartered in Richardson, TX, USA, and
operates with a team of accredited global experts
to render purpose-driven innovative solutions to
customers worldwide.

How do we add value ?
Next-gen
ideas

Customercentric approach

Cost-efficient &
sustainable

Quality
& agility

Aggregated AI platform to
Annotate, train and automate

The snappiest
way to convert
your unstructured
data into
actionable
insights.

Quicker, smarter, and better way to Tag
your images
Labeling data that takes days, you do it in hours
Increase the Speed of your labeling by 80%
Train only 20% dataset manually
Simplified Labelling: Speedy, Easy, Automated

Upload Data

Define Labels

Label Data

Export Datasets

The one automated Image tagging tool for object recognition,
behaviour analysis, facial recognition, and more.

Faster delivery timeline
Easier data collection and management
Quick and flexible deployment
High-performance feature-rich labeling tool

Captivating Features of TagSquare

Advanced experiences

powered by progressive Computer Vision
with this pre-integrated module

teams easily

Intuitive for Non-Tech Personnel

No coding expertise required to build and
train, and export models to any format

800 E. Campbell Road,
Suite 388 Richardson
TX 75081

creation & training modals on the go

Human-in-the-loop

Dataset Manager

Collaborate and manage data across

USA

User- friendly Labeling Model

User-friendly UI for easy and quick

India

Preview auto-annotations & retrain,
if needed

Data security

Securely label your data from anywhere,
anytime.
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